
vanilla dreams diy candle kit
Close your eyes and get lost in creamy, dreamy vanilla aromas. Create a candle that coordinates with any style of decor, paired with an elevated 
fragrance that combines warm vanilla, balanced out with woodsy cashmere for an experience that’s equal parts sexy and dreamy.

kit supplies from makesy
 1x 11oz nature wax 
 1x matte sand aura vessel
 1x raw thick maple lid 
 1x 1oz cashmere & vanilla  fragrance 
 1x crackling booster wick 
 1x metal wick clip 
 1x wick sticker 
 1x round candle safety label 
 1x bamboo mixing spoon

additional tools needed from your home:
 microwave

ready set prep.
Cover your workspace and gather all your materials. Check off the list 
below to make sure all your tools are clean andready for making!

happy making!

ideas and info.
Fun re-purposing ideas after you have used your candle:
• succulent/herb pot
• container for just about anything
• diffuser vessel

For more inspo and ideas for your next makesy diy kit 
project, search the rest of our amazing diy kits on our 
website at www.makesy.com

carcinogen-free. phthalate-free. toxin-free.cruelty-free.



step three: pour your bottle(s) of fragrance oil directly into the wax bag and use 
the bamboo mixing spoon to stir the fragrance in for 2 to 3 minutes. 

mixing the fragrance for 2-3 minutes is important because it allows 
the molecules to properly bond to the wax for maximum fragrance 
throw when you are burning your candle. 

step four: after stirring, carefully, hold the bag straight and pour your wax
+ fragrance concoction into the vessel(s).  

step five: let your candle(s) fully set on a flat surface for at least 24 hours.  

step six: once your candle is fully set, apply the provided candle label to the 
bottom of your candle(s). If you are giving as a gift, you can use the gift box 
and ribbon provided in this kit.
 
step seven: sit back, relax and enjoy your beautiful creation! 

directions for use.
Light your candles and enjoy for 4 hours max. Cover your candle with  the lid 
provided to prevent any dust from getting on it. Before relighting your candle, 
make sure the wax has set (solidified) and carefully  trim the black carbon off 
of your wick for best performance. Never  leave the candle unattended. Never 
leave children or pets alone in a  room with a lit-up candle. 

steps.
step one: gather your wick clip, wick sticker, and  wick. Place the wick(s) into 
your wick clip(s) by gently rocking the wick back and forth until it is fully secured 
in the clip. Then, place your wick sticker(s) onto the bottom of your wick clip(s). 
Next, remove the second side of adhesive from your wick sticker(s) and place 
the assembled wick into  the bottom, center of your vessel(s). 

besides being environmentally friendly and FSC certified, our 
wooden wicks produce a tantalizing crackling sound when 
burning, giving your space a cozy ambiance. 
.

step two: open the kraft bag with wax before putting it into the microwave. 
Make sure the bag is standing straight (if your bag  doesn't stand up straight in 
your microwave, slightly fold the  top of the bag, while it still remains open). 
Microwave the wax for approximately 3 to 3 1/2  minutes or until the wax has 
fully liquified. For your safety: Do not put any metal objects in the microwave 
while liquifying the wax.

this is a 100% natural, plant-based soy wax. Not only is this wax 
skin-safe, but it also is clean burning and biodegradable.

use caution when removing the wax bag from the microwave as the contents will be hot. 
Once on a countertop, carefully stir your wax with the bamboo mixing spoon for just a 
few seconds.


